ABSTRACT


The research entitle “Analysis of Thinking Skills through Al Quran Integration Into learning of sensory system concept”. The aim of this research is to analyze of student’s thinking skills through learning that’s integrated with Al Quran on the sensory system concept. The indicator of thinking skills that’s measured are: skill to dig and find an information, skill to process an information and skill to take a decision and skill to solve a problem be a wise and creative. This research is do in MAN 1 Kota Bandung with a research sample of learning group class of XI IPA A. The method that’s used on this research is descriptive research method. The research instrument that’s used are written test and questionnaire from student to learning that’s integrated by Al Quran. The processing of data is do by calculate the frequency of occurrence every indicator of thinking skills on percentage. The result of research show that category of student’s thinking skills ability is good, with an average occurrence every indicator of thinking skills is 75.2% and this score have a interpretation that most of the student bring out indicator of thinking skills. The responses of students that’s collected through questionnaire as student’s responses to learning that’s integrated with Al Quran on the sensory system concept give a positive responses.
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